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Pick up your 
Mathomat

Use Mathomat to lengthen 
the arms of the angle drawing.

Are the arms of the 
angle long enough to 
be read on the 
protractor?
Hold the central 
location hole over 
                  the vertex.

Anti-clockwise: Position the central 
location hole of the protractor 
directly above the angle vertex. At 
the same time position the right 
hand side of the protractor base-
line directly over the initial arm of
the angle.

For anti-clockwise: measure the angle in 
degrees using the outer degree scale. 

Keep estimating. Angle size 
is the amount of turning 
of the initial arm to place 
it above the terminal arm. 

Record your measurement as 
m = ....… °

Measuring angles 
with the Mathomat 
protractor.Protractor practice 

step by step

There are two unknown 
angle sizes to measure. 
Choose yours, then 
label your unknown 
angle ‘m’.

Often a rough 
approximation 
is all we need.

Locate the 
initial arm
for your angle.

Build up a mental picture of your 
angle. Imagine turning the initial 
arm around so it is on top of the 
terminal arm. The amount of turning 
is the size of your angle.

RE-ESTIMATE

Is the angle to be 
measured identified? 

Do you need greater 
precision?

Is your recorded measurement 
approximately the same as your 

original measurement?

Measure the size of your 
angle by estimating. 

Does the angle need to be 
measured in a clockwise or 
anti-clockwise direction?

Clockwise: use left side of 
protractor base-line. Use the 
inner degree scale.

For measuring with 180 degree protractor in 
Mathomat V5 see previous page. WELL DONE!

Measure the three internal angles in this 
triangle with Mathomat.

name  estimate  precise

a

......

...... a

It helps to name each unknown angle (we 
named the first one for you ‘a’). Draw an 
arrow showing the angle and its direction.
You may need to lengthen some of the 
arms before measuring the angle.




